8 PERSON MULTIPLAYER GAMES
All stations have a 50" Plasma TV, 2 High End Theater Seats with Speakers and
Subwoofers, Xbox 360 Gaming System, Wii Gaming System, 2 Wireless Xbox
Controllers, 2 Xbox Wireless Racing Wheel, 2 Wii Remotes with Nunchucks.
We carry hundreds of games for Xbox 360, PS3 and Wii. Some of these games are
individual and others are multiplayer.
Below are the specific games we can link up to 8 people together in one Virtual
World. If the group is playing one of our racing titles then everyone is on the same
virtual track crashing into each other and fighting to get over the finish line first. If they
are playing one of the combat games they are all playing on the same distant planet or
in the same warehouse. The real fun of our trailer is playing together as a group!
Racing

8 Microsoft Speed Wheels

Project Gotham Racing 4: Race real world tracks around the globe. Race up to 8
people together and trade paint as everyone battles for the checked flag. You can race
cars and motorcycles together on the same tracks. Tons of cars and motorcycles to
choose from in a variety of classes.
JJ Anything With An Engine: Race Crazy Machines like shopping carts, recliners and
cement mixers. Use special attacks like Shunt, Missiles and Mines to take out your
friends. Avoid the traps and obstacles on the track to keep from being knocked out of
1st place. Use special power ups and launchers to catch up to your competition.

Stuntman Ignition Racing: Race against each other or fight to complete stunt runs.
Each player tries to stop the other player from completing their assigned stunts. May the
best stunt driver win.

Harms Way: Race and Shoot as a team against other teams of two. On each team
one player controls a car and the other is a gunner on the outside of the track. The
gunner tries to blow up the other racers to allow his partner to win.

Combat
Call of Duty Black Ops II: This is the latest in the Call of Duty franchise. Battle in
teams or fight as individuals in virtual battlefield from around the world. 8 players can
fight as a Black Ops soldiers and other factions with a huge variety of weapon types.
Game types include Capture the Flag and Destroy the Base.
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Combat Continued
Halo 4: The latest Halo game has you fighting in teams as aliens and space marines
on space stations or distant planets. 8 players can also work in teams or individually
in many multiplayer game types. Game types include Capture the Flag and a Keep
Away game.

Call of Duty Black Ops: Battle in teams or fight as individuals in virtual battlefield
from around the world. Fight as a Black Ops soldier with a huge variety of weapon
types. Game types include Capture the Flag and Destroy the Base.

Halo Reach: Fight in teams or as individuals on space stations or distant planets.
Four players can also work together to finish missions. Game types include Capture
the Flag and a Keep Away game.

Left 4 Dead 2: Groups play as either Zombies or Humans. Missions include a mode
where humans have to collect gas cans to keep a generator running and the zombies
must stop the humans.
OTHER COMBAT TITLES

Flight
Crimson Skies: Fly in teams or as individuals and try to blast each other from the
skies. Pilot crazy planes from the future that shoot lighting and other unique weapons.
Battle games include Keep Away where planes fly toward a giant coin and try to keep
it for 2 minutes. If the player is shot down the coin falls and another player can fly over
it and pick it up.

Underwater
Undertow: Up to 8 players can battle it out in underwater caves and open water
environments. You take the role as a scuba diver or you can control crazy subs that
shoot lasers and other cool weapons.
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